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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 1:0, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

JIM CANNON

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

SUBJECT:

REGULATORY REFORM

D

Following up on our meeting Friday, the following is a brief
summary of where we stand on this project.
PRESIDENTIAL STATEMENTS
In his address to a Joint Session of Congress on October 8 of
last year, the President stated:
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I ask the Congress to establish a National Commission on Regulatory Reform to undertake a long
overdue total re-examination of the independent
regulatory agencies.
It will be a joint effort
by the Congress, the Executive Branch and the
private sector to identify and eliminate existing
Federal rules and regulations that increase costs
to the consumer without any good reason in today's
economic climate.

...

I will require that all major legislative proposals, regulations and rules emanating from the
Executive Branch of the Government will include
an Inflation Impact Statement that certifies we
have carefully weighed the effect on the Nation.
I respectfully request that the Congress require
a similar advance Inflation Impact Statement for
its own legislative initiatives.
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Fact Sheet, issued by the White House concurrently with
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the State of the Union Address, the President stated that he
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would resubmit his proposal to create a National Commission on
Regulatory Reform.

he President's efforts to reform the economic regulatory
activities of the Federal Government are focused on two fronts:
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1.

Independent Regulatory Agencies. The President's proposed National Commission is not likely to be enacted by
Congress in a form which meets the President's objectives.
Although the proposed legislation was introduced in the
93rd Congress, only the Senate held hearings and no bill
was reported out of committee in either House.
The President decided not to push this legislation hard
as a part of his State of the Union Address for three
reasons:
first, if Congress ultimately does act on the
Commission, the lead times involved to get the legislation
and implement it would result in a final product long after
the battle against inflation must be fought and won. Second,
the chances of legislative success are very slim and we're
likely to get a Commission which could do more harm than
good. Third, if Congress does hold hearings and otherwise
actively considers creating such a Commission, this will be
used as an excuse to delay action on legislation targeted
at reform of specific agencies.
Our Commission bill was submitted by OMB to the 94th Congress
but has not been introduced in either House. A somewhat
similar bill has been introduced in the House and, in the
Senate. Also, Government Operations and Commerce Committee
have jointly requested a special rule to create an ad hoc
Senate Committee on regulatory reform.
It would be funded
with $750 million and last eighteen months.
The President does intend to submit specific regulatory
reform legislation covering at least:

•
•
•
•
•
2.

cc:

surface transportation
aviation
financial institutions
Fair Trade Repeal (has already been submitted)
Robinson-Patman Repeal

Executive Branch Action. The President has signed an
Executive Order requiring the Inflation Impact Statement.
In addition, OMB has issued a circular which implements
this Order. The circular expands the coverage to include
all economic impacts, not just inflation. This program
is intended to be highly decentralized with the departments
establishing specific criteria defining which actions are
covered by the Order and the criteria which will be utilized
in analyzing these impacts.
In addition, the circular clearly
deals the Council on Wage Price Stability into the Inflation
Impact review.
Dick Dunham
Jim Cavanaugh

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 10, 1975

/

MEMORANDUM FOR

FRANK G. ZA~~

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

/"

SUBJECT:

...
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~ MARAD CONSTRUCTION

SUBSIDY

I understand that you are thinking of raising the LNG question
with the President tomorrow.
As I stated at the ERC meeting, I continue to believe that the
cryogenic ship construction subsidy question should be treated
separately when this issue is brought before the President. As
you know, the maritime subsidy question raises a host of problems which are not covered by any analysis of Export-Import Bank
financing or the general economic feasibility and energy policy
implications of imported LNG.
It is my recommendation that the Simon Task Force on the Maritime
Industry consider the cryogenic shipbuilding subsidy question and
that their recommendation be included prior to any Presidential
decision.

cc:

Bill Seidman
Jim Canno~
Jim Lynn

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JERRY JONES

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

SUBJECT:

NEW HIGmvAY AND AVIATION LEGISLATION

':i)

Following up on your memorandum of February 18, the
following coordination has been accomplished and is
under way with Congress.
Acting Secretary John Barnum, has visited with Senators
Magnuson, Pearson, Randolph and Baker concerning the
aviation and highway legislation.
In addition, I will
be having lunch this week with the head of the majority
and minority staff of the Senate Public Works Committee
to discuss the highway bill.
I have already met with the
minority staff leader of the Senate Commerce Committee on
Aviation and I discussed it briefly with Senator Cannon.
Barnum also met with Congressman Harsha for a brief meeting
on both peices of legislation. In addition, I met with
Harsha, Don Clausen and Cliff Enfield {their chief staff
man) to discuss the highway and aviation proposals in
some detail. At Mr. Harsha's suggestion we have scheduled
a detailed briefing on Monday for the Public Works Committee
staff which will be conducted by DOT. Also, at Harsha's
suggestion I will be meeting with Chairman Jones on Tuesday.
We expect to have a brief report for the President by midweek which describes the Hill reaction to our proposals.
It is, of course, important that Bill Coleman review these
proposals prior to their submission. I have talked to Barnum
about this and he advises me that Coleman already has been
briefed and is studying the proposed legislation.
In terms of timing, the House Public Works Committee could
begin hearings on the highway bill as early as the week of
March 9. Therefore, I have advised OMB and DOT that we
should be prepared to submit the transportation legislation
by the end of this week.
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There are three potential problem areas which we will
monitor closely. First, Republican members of Congress
are obviously going to oppose strongly, (1) extension
of the Highway Trust Fund only for the Interstate System
(they'll want the Trust Fund for all highway construction) and, (2) the proposed general aviation landing fees.
Second, Bill Coleman may have some problems with the proposals. Third, there is still strong disagreement between
the Hill, DOT and OMB concerning the deregulation proposals.

cc: \Jim Cannon
Jim Cavanaugh
Bill Kendall
Vern Loen
Wally Scott
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 18, 197 5
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:

JERRY

SUBJECT:

New Highway and
Aviation Legislation

The attached memorandum to the President on the above subject
has been reviewed and the folLowing notation was made:
--A lot of work should be begun
immediately with Harsha and others,
including Don Clausen of California.

Would you please put together a legislative strategy plan which
wilt implement the President's instructions and submit through
the Office of the Staff Secretary.
Thank you.

cc: Don Rumsfeld
Jim Lynn
rt"ack Marsh
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

INFORMATION

JAN 2 3 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
I

FROM:

Roy --L. ·.Ash ----- ~
----'"' "·
l~ ' / / ;;/ -I
r::7""
Walte:11 D. Scot;f2 .t'z,z,:-;i:J./?.trt./

SUBJECT:

New Aviation and Highway Legislation

THROUGH:

Following discussions with you in early December concerning
legislation for the extension and modification of the Federal
aviation and highway programs, agreement has been reached on
the major provisions of these proposals. DOT is currently
drafting the necessary legislation. Key aspects of these
proposals will be highlighted in your Budget Message. In
addition, we recommend that the legislation be transmitted
with a short, written Presidential Transportation Message
within three weeks.
The aviation and highway proposals were developed with the
objectives of:
--Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of these
· programs by focusing Federal financing and oversight
on national transportation system requirements while
increasing state and local direction and flexibility.
--Dealing equitably with the complex trust fund/user
charge policy issues in both programs by better
matching dedicated revenues, beneficiaries, and
program costs while proposing a straightforward
solution to the deferred funds problem.
--Ensuring that the Administration is a full partner
in Congressional deliberations by proposing progra1us
with reasonable Congressional and interest group
support.
The aviation legislation will provide contract authority to
fund the Airport Grant Program at $350 million per year and
to extend authorizations for the FAA Airway Facilities Progrant
at· $250 million per year through 1978. Under this proposal,
most airport grant funding will be shifted from individual
Federal project approval to a formula distribution system.
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Federal aviation operating expenses will be funded from the
aviation trust fund, and user fees will be adjusted by instituting
general aviation landing fees (requested in the last Congress) ,
decreasing the air carrier ticket tax on domestic passengers,
and increasing the international departure tax. Unobligated
grant funds of $0.2 billion will be allowed to lapse. Attachment
A provides more detail on this proposal.
The highway legislation will provide $22.7 billion of contract
authority for the Federal-aid highway program for 1977 through
1980, and extend the highway trust fund through 1980. Construction of the interstate system which will be financed from
the trust fund, will be expedited by increasing funding levels
and focusing efforts on completion of unfinished segments
critical to national intercity connectivity. The non-interstate
programs, to be financed from general funds, will be consolidated
from over 30 restrictive categorical grants into three broad
programs with provisions for "off-system" funding. Trust fund
receipts will be reduced to the level of the proposed interstate
system expenditures by shifting 2¢ of the gas tax into the
general fund and pennitting states to preempt 1¢ of all motor
fuel taxes ($1.2 billion) in 19h8. In addition, the $11 billion
of deferred highway funds will be rescinded or exhausted by not
requesting additional funds for 1976 and the transitional budget
period. Attachment B provides more detail on this proposal.
Although these initiatives contain many provisions that will be
supported by certain interest groups, the proposals for eliminating deferred funds and reducing the scope of the highway
trust fund will face broad and substantial resistance. Authorizations for these programs have come from user financed trust
funds, and in most cases are already apportioned to State and
local bodies. We have reviewed many alternatives for reducing
or eliminating unobligated balances, and have reluctantly concluded that there is no painless way of dealing with this
problem. The straightforward approach recommended in these
proposals essentially calls for "wiping the slate clean" for
these programs. Likewise, it appears necessary to limit
highway trust fund receipts and restrict its program to elements
with high national interest if we are to get long term highway
funding levels consistent with our fiscal objectives and other
program priorities.
Overall, the proposals offer an opportunity to substantially
increase local direction and management of these major grant
programs while focusing the Federal involvement on projects
of national interest. Most states, loca1 bodies, and user
groups will strongly support these efforts to eliminate un. necessary Federal involvement in and increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of these grant programs:.

Attachment A

.Aviation Legislation
••• Key objectives of legislation are to:

--Reduce Federal involvement in local airport development and
increase local flexibility in use of funds.
--Establish principle of user responsibility for financing a
portion of airway system operating costs.
--Allocate user fees more equitably among aviation system users.
--Stop the growth in aviation trust fund "surplus" and eliminate
unobligated airport program funds.
--Continue funding Federal airway capital development at present
levels .
•.• Airport grant provisions would authorize a three-year program which
would:
--Provide for direct formula grants to air carrier airports ($50
per air carrier departure with a $25,000 annual minimum per
airport) to replace present project approval program.
($260M).
--Expand projects eligible for funding to include development of
passenger and baggage handling facilities (but not terminals
per se) and eliminate local matching requirements.
--Establish a $50M annual discretionary capital assistance and
planning grant program to meet special requirements of national
priority at air carrier and general aviation reliever airports,
not adequately provided for through formula funding.
--Allocate general aviation grants on a fonnula basis to the states
with gradual shift of program management and funding responsi.bilities to the states.
In 1978, the last year of this
transition, states would fund the program from preempted Federal
aviation gas tax revenues.
--Allow $194M in
June 30, 1975.

unobligat~d

airport grant funds to lapse on

--Overall increase the annual nev1 obligational authority for the
airport grant program from the present $3251-1 to $350H while
reducing the Federal involvement (and Federal grant administrative staff) •
•.. Aviation fee structure would be modified to more equitably match
fees with the burden different users place on the system by:

--Reducing the domestic passe.pger ticket tax from 8% to 7%
($110M annual reduction).
--Raising the international enplanement fee from $3 to $5
($30M annual increase).
--Instituting new general aviation landing fees of $5 and $10
at airports with FAA traffic control towers as proposed in
the Budget Restraint Nessage.($80M annual increase} •
••• Airway facility authorizations for Federally owned and operated
traffic control and navigation equipment would be continued for
three years at the present $250M annual level •
• • • Trust funding \vill be extended to include the $430t1 annual
maintenance costs for ainvay facilities, currently funded from
the general fund .
• • • Aviation interest group reaction to the proposals 'llill be mixed,
but probably generally positive.
--Airport operators (includes many cities) will strongly
support the direct formula grants. They l'lill push for
a larger overall program.
--Air carriers will support the domestic passenger tax reduction ·
and most of the formula grant changes. They will push for ,a
larger tax decrease.
G.:.~-.c~i:..l av-ititi~:..-.- -i-z~tcLt.5 :.:&--will
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airport proposals, but will strongly oppose landing fees.
--State aviation officials l·lill support most of the airport
grant proposals.
--Al~

groups will oppose lapsing of airport grant funds and the
opening of the trust fund for operating expenditures •

• • . Congressional reaction vlill probably also be mixed.
--Hous·e Public t·iorks ar!d 'l'ransportation com.•tlittee vlill be handling
aviation legislation for first time. Anticipate positive
reaction to formula grant proposals.
--Senate
--~ays

Cor<l.mittc-e l·lill probably resist additional
to the states and t~·ust fund changes.

Co~merce

deleg~ticn

and Means reaction on revenue proposnl is uncertain.
be subst:D.ntial air carrjcr pressure to move legislation.

Will

...
Attachment B
Highway Legislation
••• Key objectives of the legislation are to:
--Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of highway
assistance programs by providing additional state
flexibility for non-interstate highway system while
focusing Federal efforts on the critical national
aspects of the Interstate system.
--Strike a long term balance bet\-Teen user receipts and
trust funded programs at a level consistent with
Administration's long term funding priorities.
--Provide a proposal for dealing with the immediate
problem of the $11 billion Federal-aid deferral in a
manner consistent with the Administration's fiscal
objectives •
••• Federal-aid highway Interstate assistance, financed from the
trust fund, would increase significantly through 1980 while
Non-Interstate assistance, financed from the general fund,
would be held at the 1976 level.
Program Level (Billions of Dollars)
1975
TOTAL
Interstate (Trust Fund)
Non-Interstate (General
Fund)

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

4.6
5.2
(2. 5) (3. 0)

5.4
(3.2)

5.6
(3. 4)

5.8
5.9
(3. 6) (3.7)

(2.1) (2.2)

(2.2}

( 2. 2)

(2.2)

(2.2)

••• State preemption of 1¢ per gallon of the Federal motor fuel
tax would be permitted in 1978. The potential annual $1.2
billion in added state revenues \vould provide a substantial.
infusion of funds for local highway construction and
maintenance problems.

. ·.

• • • Interstate funds \·lould be focused on unfinished segments
necessary to national intercity connectivity by apportioning
some of the interstate funds on the basis of unfinished
critical links •
••• Four broad program areas (Interstate, Rural and small urban,
Urbanized, and Safety) would replace the present maze of
categorical grants. Funding would be permitted from these
program areas for roads not on the Interstate, Primary or
Secondary Systems.
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•.•• Trust fund receipts would be reduced by the shift of 2¢ per
gallon of gas tax receipts into the general fund and the
local 1¢ per gallon preemption of motor fuel taxes.
Receipts would equal the proposed Interstate System
program level so that trust fund receipts and expenditures
woul.d be balanced •
••• Deferred funds would be eliminated by rescinding the $3.2
billion "advanced" year Interstate allocation, requesting no
additional Federal-aid authorizations for 1976 and the
transitional period, and rescinding all unobligated balances
as of September 30, 1976 •
••• Interest groups will generally support the revised program
structure and the increases for the Interstate System •
••• States should strongly support provisions providing for
state motor fuel tax preemption as this will substantially
increase revenues and local flexibility .
••• Highway interest groups will strongly oppose rescjssion and
trust fund modification.
·
••• Congressional Committees will undoubtedly strongly oppose many
of these provisions, particularly the rescission proposals.
Suosi:ani:.i.ctl
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deferral and long term trust funding problems should be
anticipated .

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 12, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

DONALD RUMSFELD

FROM:

MIKE DWAL

SUBJECT:

MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM - INQUIRY
BY CONGRESSMAN FRENZEL

..D

On January 22, you wrote to Bill Frenzel and advised him that
the Domestic Council would look into an issue he raised concerning FAA's decision on a microwave landing system.
The issue-boils down to whether or not FAA commits itself to
a landing system based on scanning beam or Doppler technology.
This is a major decision involving four years of intensive
research, two highly competitive technologies, both with major
industry support, and a split between the U.S. approach (scanning beam) and the British (Doppler).
Frenzel was concerned
that one of his constituent companies, Honeywell, would not
get objective evaluation by FAA because of " ... an apparent
tilt against the Doppler equipment" by the Federal officials.
Pursuant to your instructions to follow up on this, I raised
the matter with John Barnum.
The U.S. decision -- in favor of
the scanning beam technology -- was made in late February by
an intragovernmental task force consisting of FAA, DOT, DOD
and NASA.
Barnum's memorandum, which is attached, lays out
in detail how this decision was made and I concur in his
assessment that it was a fair process.
Although the FAA decision was announced over two weeks ago,
there has been surprisingly little reaction from the Congress,
industry or the British.
I tried to call Congressman Frenzel
to discuss the decision with h1m, but so far, 1~ has nat
returned my call.
My recommendation is that no further action by the White
House.
I will continue to monitor the situation.

I(
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20590

February 18, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:
Associate Director
Domestic Council
SUBJECT:

This is _in response to your memorandum of February 8 concerning
the. Microwave Landing System (MLS) selection process now underway.
The MLS program is a joint undertaking of DOT, DOD, and NASA
to develop a long-term successor to the Instrument Landing System
(ILS} currently in use at over 300 U.S. airports to provide approach
and landing guidance in poor weather. Executive leadership for this
program has been the responsibility of the Federal Aviation
Administration.
This program, underway since 1971, is now completing the second
phase of a three-phase effort. In this phase, engineering feasibility
models of two different beam-forming techniques -- scanning beam
and Doppler -- were constructed, tested, and analyzed. Prior to
entering the third phase which involves the construction of preproduction models, it is necessary to select a single technique.
This technique will also be the one forwarded by the U.S. for consideration as a worldwide standard by the International Civil Aviation
Organization {ICAO}.
A recommendation for the U.S. technique selection was made in
late December 1974 by a Steering Committee including technical
experts of the FAA, DOT, DOD, and NASA. This recommendation,
the result of a four-month intensive analysis effort, was subsequently

\
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approved by an independent MLS Advisory Committee consisting
of aviation experts both inside and outside the U.S. Government.
Final review and decision on the technique selection is the responsibility of a four -man MLS Executive Committee representing FAA,
DOT, DOD, and NASA, with each representative required to have
the concurrence of his organization. This final selection action by
the Executive Committee has been underway since early January
and is scheduled for completion by February 19 or 20.
The above several-level recommendation and approval process,
agreed upon by FAA, DOT, DOD, and NASA, provides for a very
full and objective review of the two contending techniques and of
all related considerations. I believe you can be assured that a
\\
complete review and appropriate decision will be made, and I see
no reason to consider any change to the Executive Committee efforts
in progress.
You should be aware that there are two major electronics manufacturers {or groupings of manufacturers) associated with each
technique. Their interest in the selection is very high and has
been expressed by letters and visits of their senior personnel.
The Executive Committee has taken great care to ensure that they
had a full opportunity to make their positions and concerns available
for consideration.
The Chairman of the Executive Committee is David Israel, Deputy
Associate Administrator for Engineering and Development, of the
FAA. He will be pleased to provide you directly with additional
background and details as you may deem necessary.

L._
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DECISION

March 10, 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM CANNON

SUBJECT:

TRANSFER OF
RESERVES FRO

This memo is to ask whether you have changed your position on
the matter of transferring Naval Petroleum Reserves from Navy
to Interior.
Congressman Melcher is the sponsor of a bill (H.R. 49) recently
reported favorably by his subcommittee of the House Interior
Committee which would transfer responsibility for the Naval
Petroleum Reserves from Navy to Interior.
Congressmen Melcher and Bell have stated publicly (Tab A) that
they have "unofficial" word from the White House that you would
be "delighted" to have their bill pass the Congress. Since such
a transfer differs from the position taken in your Energy Independence Act, the Melcher-Bell statement has led to questions from
Navy, DOD, and the Congress as to whether you have in fact changed
your position.
The matter is particularly urgent because Administration witnesses
will appear at Senate Interior Committee hearings tomorrow at
10:00 a.m. and specific questions are expected as to whether you
favor transfer of the Reserves to the Interior Department.
RECOMMENDATION
I recommend that you authorize a response during the hearings which
will make clear your current position.
DECISION
Indicate
------,based
on

that the Melcher-Bell statement apparently is
a misunderstanding of your position.

Indicate that the
- - - - - -current
position.

Melcher-Bell statement reflects your
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NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES LEGISLATION

Question:
Congressman Melcher has indicated that the White House has· sent an
"unofficial" signal that you would be "delighted" to have the Congress pass
his bill which transfers the Naval Petroleum Reserves to the Interior
Department? Do you favor his bill?

Answer:
My legislative proposal (Energy Independence Act of 1975) calls for
Congressional action to permit us to move forward with exploration,
development and production of the Naval Petroleum Reserves. After careful
consideration, I did not propose transferring the reserves from Navy to
Interior because my objective for sound use of the reserves can be met
without transferring the reserves from Navy to Interior. I continue to
believe that my proposal is the best approach.

:

M. Duval(G. R. S. )
3/6/75

FEDERAL

E~EPuY AD~·G.

r: CtATION

WASH!Nu101'<, D.C. 20·1£>1

OFFICE OF THE ADMit'

~IRATOR

J.1EMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

FraHk G.

TIIRU·

H.ogers

~Jl..

orton

SUBJECT:C?I.egislation Compromise

The attached briefing book includes talking points for your
Tuesday meeting with key Republicans on the House side and
an option paper and supporting analyses of possible energy
legislation compromises.
We are not asking for any decisions at this time and I will
schedule another meeting later in the week for your decisions
on the next steps and directions in developing a compromise
legislative program.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

'

TAB A - Talking Points
T~~

B - Options for Energy Legislation Compromise

TAB C - Energy Program Comparison
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TAD D - Economic Saf ety Valve

TAB A

FEDERt\L ENERGY ADL\.HNISTRATION
WASHlNGTON, D.C. 20·161

March 15, 1975

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

HEETING ¥liTH ROGERS r'10l~TON, FRANK ZARB, BILL SIMOl'\T, HENRY
~CISSIN~~R--_rrq:.J. t:NDEF:S) 1 JIM LYNN ,-____ BILL SEIDMAN, IvlAX FRIEDEHs;_,O::<:'
JACK Hl~RSU, AL:':.N GREENSPllN, REPEESENTA'I'IVE SCHNEEBELI 1
RI~P-l~ES:ffN'l'A'i'IVE -CONAF->LE AND REPrmsEifr~-ri'IVE BROWN

Tue 9(}4, March 18 , 1975
11~ A_.H.
The Oval Office
From:
I.

Frank G. Zarb

PURPOSE
To discuss possible compromise strategies with Republican
congressional leaders.

II.

BACKGP.OUND,

PLAN

A.

Background: We have been making some progress in
n10ving tcnvards compromise v:it.h the House Ways and
Beans and Co:nmerce Commit:tees on a nat.ional energy
program.
The ranking minority members of these
Committees have been invited to discuss possible
compromises with you today.
A decision memorandum
from t.he ERC is attached which outlines these
alternatives.

B.

Participants:
Roger Morton, Frank Zarb, Bill
Seidman, Max Freidersdorf, Jack Marsh, Alan
Greenspan, Bill Simon, Henry KissingPr (Tom Enders),
Jim Lynn, Herman Schneebeli, Barber Conable, Bud
Brown

c.

Press Plan:

~...,_·

III.

PA:t?.'riCIPANT~ _)",_r~~-PRE?_S

None at this tjme.

TALKING POINTS
1.

As you know, there is now considerable activity in
Congress on developing an energy program.

2.

I've postponed the second and t~ird dollars of
my import fees for 60 days and hopefully we can
have a legislative program by then.
If not, I
do intend to impose the remaining,import fees.

3.

Members of the Administration have had extensive
discussions with Congressmen Ullman and Dingell,
and Senators Pastore, Jackson and Long.

4.

Our strategy is to at.tempt to get acceptable
legislation from Ways and Means and the House
Commerce Committee as early as possible.

5.

This morning I would like to discuss the major
areas of potential compromise and get your views
before I make my decisions later this week.

€.

Let me ask Frank Zarb to go through these areas
and briefly discuss the alternates we are
considering.

''

· OP'riONS FOR ENERGY

LEGIS11l'~TIO'f-.T

COM'i'JROHISE

Members of the Administration have been meeting extensively
with the Chairman and staff of the House Ways and Means
Cowmittee and other Congressional co~~ittees to pursue
areas of possible agreement on the energy program.
Based on these discussions, it appears that it is now possible
to develop a compromise position on your energy tax program.
While a compromise is possible, major concessions on both
sides will likely be necessary.

.

I
t

There are numerous areas of agreement between the Ways and
Means program and your own.
(Tab C compares both programs
and summarizes ag:ceemc:::nts and di~·;agreements.)
In general,
while our disagreements are significant, Ways and Means is
already further toward our goals, strategies and philosophies
than any of the other enunciated Democratic plans. Hence,
any compromise with Ullman Hill place him further out on a
limb and be subject to major weakening or deletion by the
rest of the Congress.
It is clear, however, that Ways and
Means recommends different types of energy taxes than
·recommended by the Administration and may recommend limitations
on the President 1 s ability to impose import fees.
1

The other major House activity is in Representative Dingell s
Subcomrni t.tee on Energy and Power, which has jurisdiction over
'I of the 13 titles ln your umnlnus energy legi::;ldi...j.uu.
lm..t...Le
Mr. Dingell started out philosophically opposed to your approach,
he appears t.o be moving closer to the Hays and tv1eans philosophy.
But, there will be major problems getting several of your
proposals through his conuni ttee.
The" Demo.cratic leadership s program developed by Representative
\\fright and Senator Pastore is being divided into several
components and we remain far apart in terms of our thinking.
The Senate seems to have a firm grip on this program and will
be more difficult to deal with than the House.
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We have concentrated our efforts with the House Corrmittees
since they Hill report out a bill on our tax proposals first
and since they are more likely to compromise towards our
objectives. The major disagreements can be boiled down into
four areas:
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· OPTIONS FOR ENERGY LEGISLATION COMPROMISE

--

Backjround
Members of the Administration have been meeting extensively
with the Chairman and staff of the House Ways and Heans
Committee and other Congressional committees to pursue
areas of possible agreement on the energy program.
Based on these discussions, it appears that it is now possible
to develop a compromise position on your energy tax program.
While a compromise is possible, major concessions on both
sides will likely be necessary.
There are numerous areas of agreement between the Ways and
Means program and your own.
(Tab C compares both programs
and summarizes agreements and disagreements.)
In general,
while our disagreements are significant, Ways and Means is
already further toward our goals, strategies and philosophies
than any of the other enunciated Democratic plans. Hence,
any compromise with Ullman will place him further out on a
limb and be subject to major weakening or deletion by the
rest of the Congress.
It is clear, however, that Ways and
Means recommends different types of energy taxes than
·recommended by the Administration and may recommend limitations
on the President's ability to impose import fees.
The other major House activity is in Representative Dingell's
Subcommittee on Energy. and Power, which has jurisdiction over
"I of the 13 titles J.n your OmnJ.ous energy legil=>ldt.iuH.
vviL~l~
Mr. Dingell started out philosophically opposed to your approach,
he appears to be moving closer to the Ways and Means philosophy.
But, there will be major problems getting several of your
proposals through his committee.
The· Demo~ratic leadership's program developed by Representative
Wright and Senator Pastore is being divided into several
components and we remain far apart in terms of our thinking.
The Senate seems to have a firm grip on this program and will
be more difficult to· deal with than the House.
We have concentrated our efforts with the House Committees
since they will report out a bill on our tax proposals first
and since they are more likely to compromise towards our
objectives. The major disagreements can be boiled down into
four areas:

-2Timing of import reductions.
Conservation focus on gasoline.
.
Use of allocations, quotas and purchasing authority.
New auto efficiency incentives.
A number of proposed compromise actions are presented in the
remainder of this memorandum along with their expected impact.
In summary, they would have the following effects:

..
1975

1977

President's goals

1 MMB/D

2 MMB/D

Savings from Admin.
program

1.0 MMB/D

2.1 MMB/D

Estimated Savings from
Ullman Plan

0.5 MMB/D

1.4

Estimated savings from
compromise program

0. 5-0.7 MMB/D

1.7-2.0 MMB/D

~1B/D

You will be meeting on Tuesday with senior Republicans from the
Ways and Means Commi~tee and Dingell's Subcommittee. No decisions
need ne roaae on tnese alternative::> uHLj_l a.fi....t:::.L i....La.i.... Jiicct.ii~g.
I.

TIMING OF IMPORT REDUCTIONS

Perhaps the major conflict is the difference between quickly
achieving the 1 MMB/D and 2 ~ffi/D reductions to stem any
inprease in vulnerability and desire of some in the Congress
tb phase in a program very slowly to avoid economic impact now
and allow a gradual transition. Many in Congress, and several
outside economists alike, appear convinced that the rapid drop
in imports under the Administration's program would cause major
economic impacts. Some accommodation is obviously necessary.·
Congress favors no action in 1975, little or no action in 1976,
and a 4-8 year phase-in of price increases from proposals such
as a gasoline tax or decontrol. Such timing makes any savings
in 1975 unlikely and your 2 MMB/D 1977 goal unreachable.
Options:
There are two phasing options which might be adopted by the
Congress.
Option 1

·.

A 3-5 year phase-in of the import fees, decontrol,
and other taxes. Dingell, whose subcommittee has
jurisdiction over decontrol, i~ leaning towards
a 5 year phase-in.

-3-
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Option 2
A 2 year phase-in of the program, coupled with an
"economic safety valve" which would delay each phase
after the initial step, if the economy does not
recover as expected.
Using an "economic safety valve" will be complicated and subject
to being placed at a level where it effectively precludes
any action. However, it may be the only way for the Administration and the Democrats to compromise on a program which
can meet your·1977 goal. The 3-5 year phase-in is
easier to administer, but means a significant abandonment
of both of your short-term goals.
Recommendations:

Adopt Option 2.

Phase in your petroleum tax program between now
and the end of 1977.
0

Leave the $1 crude oil import fee in place,
add a $.50 product import fee on July 1, 1975,
and add another $.50 fee to product imports on
J4ly 1, 1976.
(Add $1 more to import fees
on July 1, 1977, if you reject the partial
qasoline tax in the next ·section.)

0

Allow old oil to be decontrolled in three equal steps
by releasing 1/3 of the old oil from price controls
on July 1, 1975 and 1/3 more on·July t l of each year
thereafter. This would be the equivalent of raising
old oil prices by $2 per barrel at each step.

Phase in natural gas deregulation.
0

Deregulate new gas now.

0

Place a cap on new gas wellhead prices which
would be $.75 per MCF for 1975, $1.00 for 1976,
$1.25 for 1977 and then no cap.

Phase in the natural gas excise tax in three 10¢
increments each year starting July 1, 1975.
Provide for a statutory economic safety valve which
would defer the next annual increase automatically
if economic conditions deteriorated.
(Tab D provides
more details.)
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Presidential Decision:
Agree
Disagree
Comments:

II.

CONSERVATION FOCUS ON GASOLINE

The Ways and Means Committee originally put forward a large
gasoline tax which would rise from 5¢ per gallon beginning
sometime in the latter half of 1975 to 40¢ per gallon by 1979.
The latest indication is that Representative Ullman will request
a gasoline tax of 7¢ in 1975, rising to between 35-40¢ in 1979.
This tax can save signi.ficant quanti ties of fuel.
It should
be noted that a lower gasoline tax, coupled with phased decontrol
and excise taxes is the permanent equivalent of the Administration's
proposed "gasoline tilt."
Options:
A gaso11ne tax 1s considerably more popular than across the
board increases. However, with decontrol and partial import
fees, a much lower gas tax is needed to save an equivalent
amount of fuel.
The only options available are:

Option 1
Oppose any gasoline excise tax.
Option 2
Agree to a gasoline tax, but at a much reduced
level. There are two major alternatives under this
approach:
1.

Accept a schedule of:
0
0
0

5¢ in July 1975.
additional 5¢ as of July 1976.
additional 5¢ for a total of 15¢ as of July 1977.

-5t

2.

Accept a even lower gas tax which, along with the
rest of the program, achieves the original goals
for 1977 (probably 10¢/gallon on qasoline at its
maximum).

Recommendation:

Adopt Option 2.

Accept a phased, but lower gasoline tax, at the m~n~mum level
needed to achieve our original .goals . The net effect of the
phased in excise taxes, decontrol and the gasoline ±ax is t~
increase all prices by about 12¢ per gallon by 1977. Gasol~ne
prices would be up by 18¢ while all other products would increase
by only 7¢.
Presidential Decision:
Agree
Disagree
Comments:

III.

USE OF ALLOCATION, QUOTAS AND FEDERAL PURCHASING
Ml'T'HOlH'T'TRS

The Ways and Means Committee has proposed the use of gradually
decreasing quotas to meet our energy conservation goals. After
extensive discussions, the Committee seems convinced that quotas
that actually restrict supply would necessitate the use of
alJ,ocation with significant adverse consequences. The Committee
a~o suggested the use of a Federal purchasing authority to
acquire all u.s. imports, but they recognize the complexities
of such a program.
Options:
The use of quotas or purchasing mechanisms are philosophically
opposed to our program, but politically popular. Our options
are:
Option 1
Oppose these mechanisms completely.
Option 2
Develop variations of quotas which do not have
significant adverse effects and adopt a discretionary
Federal purchasing authority for strategic reserves
purchases.

....
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QE.tion 3
Implement Federal purchasing authority to restrict
supply.
Recommendations:
A~ree

Adopt Option 2.

to a very loose, standby quota system.

0

Would be designeq to cut imports by no mpre
than the demand reduction that would be
achieved by the final conservation tax program.

0

Levels could be frequently adjusted by the President
as conditions change.

0

Authority to use an auction to allocate the
rights to import among domestic refiners and
importers.

Agree to a Federal purchasinq authority \Alhich
would only be used to purchase oil for-the u.s.
strategic reserve, and not interfere with the
current market mechanisms for normal U.S. imports.
This authority, while representing a possible final
bargaining point, could become very powerful and
could affect .prices at the margin.
Presidential Decision:
Agree
Disagree
...
Corrunen t s :

IV.

NEW AUTO EFFICIENCY INCENTIVES

As part of your energy conservation program a voluntary
agreement to achieve a 40% improvement in new car efficiency
was reached with the major domestic auto manufacturers.
The Congress generally feels this is an insufficient
guarantee and is proposing either legislatively imposed
efficiency standards or a tax on large autos to discourage
both their manufacture and purchase.

-7The recent EPA ruling on auto emissions wfll require a
renegotiation of our voluntary agreement with the auto
manufacturers -- giving even more impetus to a legislated
solution . •rhe Ways and Means Cornmittee strqngly favors the
tax approach and suggests a tax schedule which would place
no taxes on autos which.get over 20 or 25 miles per gallon
and a tax rising to between $500 and $1000 per auto for cars
with less efficiency. The tax would be phased in starting
with the 1977 model year.
While we favor the voluntary approach, it also appears
that the tax approach is far superior to regulatory standards,
if we must accept some additional actions.

t

Options:
Option 1
Oppose any tax.
Option 2
Work with Committee. to develop a viable tax option.
"Recommendations:

Adopt Option 2.

Accept a tax on less efficient autos startinq with the 1978
model year, and work~with Ways and Means to develop it.
Indicate that the auto emission standards problern ·
must be simultaneously resolved.
{The likelihood
of a rapid resolution of the auto emission standard
problem is slim.)
~-

I

Indicate you will strongly oppose regulatory
standards in addition to the tax disincentives .

.

Some of your advisors feel that we should continue
our current position in order to keep the pressure
on revising the auto emission standards.
Presidential Decision:
Agree
Disagree
Comments:
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V.

OTHER TAX AREAS

The Ways and Heans Committee has indicated a general desire
to include other tax incentives for insulation retrofit,
coal conversion, coal production, and industrial energy
conservation. While these are not likely to be as significant either substant i vely o r politically, we will continue
to work with the Committee to evaluate these options and
come back to you once the details are developed.
Recommendation:
That in evaluating these options we indicate that none will
be acceptable on their merits unless they can be fully financed
out of tax revenues generated by the gasoline tax, import fees
or windfall profits taxes.

- 1

TAD

·c

ENERGY PROG ~M COMPARISON
Gt)ALS
President
0

0

0

197 5 - 1 ML'1B/D reduction·
1977 - 2 ~U1B/D reduction
1985 - imports of 3 to 5 MMB/0

Ways ·3.nd Means
o
o
0

1975 - n)t specified
1977 - 1 MMB/D reduction
1985 - imports of 6 MMB/0

Assessment
o

Compromise on timing and
level possible

SHORT TE:.lli PROGRAM
President
o

o
o

o
0

Taxes/fees on all petroleum
and natural gas
Old oil decontrol and new
natural gas deregulation
Windfall profits tax

Not in'c luded
&~endrnents to coal conversion
authorities

Ways and Means
0

Taxes on gasoline

0

Phased decontrol and
deregula·:ion
Windfall profits tax (oil,
gas and <::oal) and depletion
allowancejrepeal

0

0
0

Import qnotas and allocation
Not included
LONG

President

TE~~

Assessment

° Compromise on timing and
gasoline emphasis possible
° Compromise on timing possi.:.
0

Details could probably be
worked put

0

Major philosophical differc
Need to discuss

0

PROGRAM

Ways al)d Means

Assessment

Energy Supply
o

o
o
o

Naval Petroleum Reserve
development
Aggressive Outer Continental
Shelf leasing
l }~B/D synthetic fuels program
Electrical utility rate return
and ta·x incentives

o
0

0
0

Naval Pe~:roleum Reserve
developm(mt
Government exploration of
Outer Continental Shelf
Incentives for synthetic fuels
Utility 1:ax credits

0

No differences

0

Major philosophical differa

o
o

Details need to be develcpc
Major differences o~ scope
program

,

Ways

President

° Clean Air Act Ame11dment
0

Standby price floor

~·

~

Means

Assessment

o
o

Not included
Not included

0

0

Taxes ar.d rebates

o

o

Not included
Incentives for insulation

0

0

Incentives for industry

0

o

Storage ?rograrn & standby
measures

° Compromise likely

0

Not in ~lays & Means
Need to discuss

Conservation
o
0

o
0

40% auto efficiency standards/ •
emission changes
Ther~al building standards
Insulation tax credit and low
income grants
Not included

0

0

Compromise possible if Clea
Air Act can be included
Not in Ways and Means
~eed to develop details,
compromise possible
Need to explore cost/benef~
of program

Emergency Measures
o

1.3 billion storage program
and standby measures

\
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ECONOMIC SAFETY VALVE
There are several possible ways .to implement an economic
The major
safety valve with respect to energy actions.
to
use thedecisions that would be needed are how often
mechanism and what economic indicator should be linked to it.
Frequency of Use
To be meaningful, the economic safety valve should be used no
more frequently than every 9-12 months.
With the lag times in
reporting of economic indicators and the slowness in development
of trends, more frequent cycles would be difficult and misleading.
It is proposed that the initial import fee and steps towards
decontrol be implemented without any economic indicators test.
Thereafter, additional steps towards decontrol or import fees
would be on an annual basis provided the economic indicators
used as the safety valve are not negative. If they are, the
next phase of the tax or decontrol increases would automatically
be postponed six months and the process would be repeated.
Economic Measure
There are three obvious candidates for use as the economic
measure: inflation, unemployment, and GNP. With each of
these, there would have to be a relatively accurate forecast
of the economy to estimate the safety level.
Tht? infl<"<tinn ,.-;d-~ wnnld bP. r:~ poor choice as it does not
represent economic health, would be difficult to predict, and
would not be largely affected by these incremental steps.
The unemployment rate is likely to be the measure with the
greatest political and social appeal.
It is easy to understand
and~_directly affects the average citizen.
There are two major
di~advantages with using unemployment as an indicator:

1.

It is unlikely that anybody would commit to an
unemployment level above 8% and would most
likely say that unemployment would have to be
below 6-7% for the next steps to occur.
This
might effectively preclude any next steps even
before the program was implemented.

2.

The energy program has very little impact on
unemployment, but tying the increments to
unemployment might suggest a connection.

NOTES ON ENERGY MEETING - MARCH 1 , 1975, 11:15 A.M.
Attending:

Congressmen Brown
Congressman Schneebeli
Congressman Conable

------

Zarb, Greenspan, Marsh, Cheney, Friedersdorf,
Zausner, Connor~ Seidman, Lynn, Morton, Cannon,
Carlson, Duval
Key Points Made
President:

Concerning our efforts to deregulate natural gas,
we must target in on the individual Congressional
Districts. We must determine unemployment, rising
costs, etc., and make sure that the Congressmen
that are opposing deregulation are aware of the
impacts in their District. Specific focus should
be on Congressman Sharp.
Is anyone trying to organize labor and management
to target in on individual members concerning our
energy program with particular emphasis oh natural
gas?
Leonard Woodcock should be of help on emission
standards.
Concerning Elk Hills, Navy has been dragging its
feet. The President has told Schlesinger that
he wants action on the proposal and it is now
beginning to move. The Navy had better understand that the President will endorse the Melcher
bill if DOD doesn't get moving. The President
will be going to California to visit Elk Hills ·
and the geothermal plant in Northern California.
The President referred to the negotiations in the
Middle East. We need stand-by authority to allocate,
etc., in the event of another embargo.
The President thought Zarb's suggestion that he
call in Jackson, Magnuson, Pastore and Long might
be a good idea as a method of getting the Senate
energy movement synchronized with the House progress.
Responding to Congressman Brown's comments, the
President stated that we must move on selling
revenue sharing. Told Jim Cannon to work up a
plan on this which will include going into the
Congressional Districts to drum up support.

Congressman
Schneebeli:

Don't make too much haste on the energy program.
Ullman is moving closer and closer to us.
We must consider and determine what to do with
revenues collected by energy taxes, some revenue
decreases being planned by Ways and Means. This
includes proposals to increase the capital gains
treatment.

Congressman
Conable:

The President should make Ullma.n look good. He's
moving towards us but has considerable problems
from the Democratic Caucus and the freshmen
Congressmen. The President's program is "Rube
Goldbergish" but it is realistic because it
doesn't require Congress to take action.
Politically, the President is getting through
to the American people on the delays in Congress
in passing an energy program. However~ legislatively, the pressure could work against the
President because Congress might be panicked
into passing a bad law.
Time is on our side in
terms of getting a better bill.
Concerning coordinating pressure on particular
Republicans to enact natural gas deregulation
and the energy package, John Harper, Bob Michel
and John Rhodes are responsible for this.
Al Ullman is likely to get his legs cut off by
the Democratic Caucus.

Congressman
Brown:

Ullman and his staff do not know what the capital
requirements are of industry for exploration and
production of energy. This is a major weakness
in light of proposals under consideration in
Congress concerning depletion, etc.
Staggers has been emasculated and is no longer
effective. Moss is running the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee, and this presents
a threat to Dingell. Moss is closely allied with
the new members.

3

Most of the Committee members are ready for
gradual deregulation of old oil along the lines
of 10% each six months over 3-l/2 years.
Committee also favors stanc-by quotas and some
sort of a Federal bid sale mechanism. What is
likely is an establishment of the mechanism with
the President having stand-by authority to use it.
One way to get deregulation of natural gas is
for Congress to authorize the FPC to redefine
what constitutes regulated gas. One lever on
Dingell concerning deregulation of natural gas
is through Detroit and the auto industry.
We should keep deregulation of natural gas and
old oil tied together.
(The President indicated
he agreed with this.)
The key point in deregulation is to put the
onus on the Federal Power Commission.
We should separate out the auto emission question
because of the sulfate problem. Dingell wants
to keep this tied to energy because of a subcommittee jurisdictional fight with Rogers.
They are likely to come up with a tax on new
automobile mileage.
The following is a schedule for the Dingell
Committee:
l)

They will finish this week background
hearings and start to develop a staff
outline.

2)

During the recess, the staff will draft
legislation.

3)

After the recess, there will be the usual
"role playing" when various Committee members
attack the staff draft bill.

We must get a task force around the country selling
revenue Sharing the same way we did inititally. It
can also push energy. We need to get the Democrats
who oppose ~evenue sharing because this will alienate county officials, mayors, etc.

'

..
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We cannot defeat Consumer Protection Agency bill,
but we can prevent a bad bill. New York Times
editorial attacking the Senate action exempting
labor should be __ui;:J,li?;ed as an argument in our
~-~r is included, the chances are
that no bill will come out. A good point in
the Senate bill is the requirement for an
Economic rwp~t Statewen~ The key guy in
~se for us on CPA is John Erlenborn.
KEY ACTION ITEMS
1.

We must develop an active plan to sell our proposal to
deregulate natural gas. This must include targeting on
individual Congressional Districts through management
and labor. We should develop a scenario showing what is
likely to happen next winter when the weather wontt be
abnormally warm and the effects of the recession will
have abated. There could be very serious natural gas
shortages. ~ve should simulate what they will be and take
steps to notify State and local officials.

2.

We need a strategy concerning auto emissions. One question
is whether or not to split the whole issue off from the
energy package, and the second question is whether or
not to treat the 1977 problems separately.

3.

We need to think through how we should balance the
political benefits of pressuring Congress for their
failure to come up with an energy program versus the
legislative risks of prompting them into ill-advised
action.

4.

We need to review our efforts to mobilize support among
management and labor for the overall energy package.

5.

We need to develop a plan to sell Revenue Sharinq and
to tie other key programs to this effort, such as energy.

6.

We should follow up on the comments of Congressman Brown
concerning the Consumer Protection Agency.

